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Honor / Shame Resources
Honor Shame Website
Honor and Shame oﬀers practical tools and training for Christians ministering in honor-shame
contexts. This website develops and advocates a biblical missiology for honor-shame cultures so
that all peoples will sing, “My salvation and honor depend on God”.
Blogger Jackson Wu tackles issues facing those working in honor/shame cultures as well as the
important intersection of theology and missiology.
Honor-Shame Evangelism Tool > this app has been translated into Hindi, Arabic, Croatian,
Persian/Farsi, Turkish, and Portuguese. They are translating it into Mandarin, French, Russian,
Marathi, German, Telugu, Spanish, Korean, and Japanese.
6 teaching/learning exercises related to honor-shame
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Books
Ministering in Honor-Shame Cultures, by Jayson Georges. Andy Spradley recommends it, saying,
“I liked the section on showing the honor-shame element in Scripture and the gospel, as well as
insights on the honor-shame mindset in general and how we might tailor our ministry
approaches to be more eﬀective.”
The 3D Gospel: Ministry in Guilt, Shame and Fear Cultures by Jayson Georges > Recommended
by Gerald Haupt. “It´s a small, but very helpful book, easy to read which gives insights into how
our identity, worldview and ethics is marked by our cultural background and how this inﬂuences
our thinking, feeling and decision making. It shows how to share the gospel with people from
diﬀerent cultural backgrounds.”
The Messenger, the Message and the Community by Roland Muller. The middle section on “The
Message” is studied in MOP online and deals with honor-shame based cultures, as well as fearbased and guilt-based cultures.
See Ideas for Bible Studies in light of Roland Muller's common ancestral worldviews > by
Gary Ridley

Other Resources
Cru has develped a series of evangelism tools for sharing the gospel in an honor/shame context.
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The Godtools app has over 80 languages as well as a digital version of the “Honor Restored”
tract.
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